
 
  

Artist biographies 



LOUIS-MARTIN CHAREST 

DIRECTOR, A SHARED SOLITUDE 

 

Filmmaker and choreographer, Louis-Martin is a 

graduate of Canada’s National Ballet School. He danced 

for Ottawa Ballet, the National Ballet of Portugal, Les 

Grands Ballets Canadiens de Montréal and Ciné Qua 

Non Média. Alongside his interpretive endeavors, he 

choreographed over 30 works for such companies as 

BJM-Les Ballets Jazz de Montréal, Ottawa Ballet, Ballet 

Jorgen, Bouchardanse, l’École supérieure de ballet du 

Québec and Arts Umbrella. Wanting to weave dance 

and cinema, Louis-Martin founded LIBERAMÆ 

performance and films in 2005, which he now co-

directs with Alisia Pobega. The company produces 

works for both film and stage, creating choreographic 

works, fiction as well as documentaries. 

Since 2001, Louis-Martin has been working as a director 

and collaborating with arts organizations such as Kidd Pivot/Crystal Pite, BJM, Théâtre Hector 

Charland, Usine C, l’École de danse de Québec, l’École supérieure de ballet du Québec, 

Festival des arts de Saint-Sauveur, Jane Mappin Danse, PPS Danse, Création Estelle Clareton 

and Fondation Margie Gillis. As a documentary filmmaker, he directed two short docs for 

CBC’s Exhibitionists. His next project, I Am We Are One, is about a group of differently abled 

dancers, and will grace the screens in the near future. 

Serving the business community, Louis-Martin has also collaborated with such organizations 

as Hydro-Québec, lemay architecture, Canal Évasion et Desjardins. In 2017, Louis-Martin 

returned to the stage in Absorbed in Silence by choreographer Victoria May, and the following 

year in SILK by choreographer Jane Mappin. As a proponent of conveying authenticity in a 

role as an artist, Louis-Martin also teaches acting for dancers through improvisation 

workshops. 
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DAINA ASHBEE  

CHOREOGRAPHER 

 

Daina Ashbee is an artist, performer and choreographer 

based in Montreal, known for her radical works at the edge 

of dance and performance. At the young age of 26, she 

had already won two awards for her choreographies. She 

was a double prizewinner at the Prix de la danse de 

Montréal, winning both the Prix du CALQ for Best 

Choreography of 2015-2016 for her choreographic 

installation When the Ice Melts, Will We Drink the Water?, 

and the Prix Découverte de la danse, presented by Agora 

de la danse and Tangente, for Unrelated, her first 

choreography. Also Daina was named by the prestigious 

German TANZ magazine as one of 30 promising artists for 

the year 2017 and named one of 25 to watch by the 

American publication, Dance Magazine, in 2018. In 2019, 

she won a New York Dance and Performance Award, 

Bessie, for Outstanding Choreographer. 

Recognized as one of the most promising young choreographers of the next generation, 

since 2015 her work has been presented over one-hundred times in 14 countries and over 30 

different cities. Her work has been presented in some of the most prestigious festivals (The 

Venice Biennale, Oktoberdans, Les Rencontre Chorégraphiques de Seine-Saint-Denis, and 

the Munich Dance Biennale) and on the stages of the world (Canada, France, Spain, Belgium, 

Norway, Finland, Greenland, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and Mexico).  

Daina is the artist-in-residence at Agora de la danse in Montreal until 2023. In 2018 she 

returned to the Venice Biennale to teach at the Biennale College, whilst creating a group-

piece for 15 students, and continued to tour in Norway, Belgium, Italy, Czech Republic and 

Canada. In 2019 she toured Europe, Canada and the United States, meanwhile creating a new 

group piece (J’ai pleuré avec les chiens) and a solo (Laborious Song) set to premiere this year. 
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ALEJANDRA ODGERS 

COMPOSER 

 

A Mexican-Canadian composer, Alejandra Odgers holds a 

double bachelor's degree in oboe and composition from 

the National School of Music in Mexico. She subsequently 

obtained a master's and doctorate in composition from the 

Université de Montréal. Her teachers include Mario Lavista, 

Arturo Márquez, Paul Barker, José Evangelista, Alan Belkin, 

Jean-Jacques Nattiez and Francisco Viesca. 

Odgers has composed over fifty works, including a dozen 

for orchestra. Her compositions have been played by 

several orchestras in Mexico (OSN, OFCM, OSX, OSCCH, 

OSIPN, etc.), the Orchestra of North University (Paraguay), 

Montreal’s University Orchestra, Chamber Orchestra 

MUSAIC (Manitoba), the Orchestre symphonique de 

Longueuil and the Orchestre Métropolitain (Montreal), the 

latter commissioning a piece as part of the festivities surrounding the 375 th anniversary of 

the city of Montreal, and a second one for the inauguration of Espace 67, which was 

premiered on June 2019, conducted by Yannick Nézet-Séguin. 

Her music has received numerous awards, such as First prize in the nation-wide competition, 

« La música popular mexicana en la Intimidad de la Música de Cámara », and the 

composition competition of the Orchestre de l’Université de Montréal. She also received the 

Prix de création en arts de la scène in the 2007 Gala de la culture de Longueuil and won the 

national competition organized by the Asamblea Legislativa del Distrito Federal, which 

commissioned a work in homage to the victims of the 1985 earthquake in Mexico City. As a 

winner of two contests organized by the Consejo de la Música en México, she represented 

Mexico at the International Rostrum of Composers in Vienna (2005) and in Paris (2007). She 

has received grants from the Conseil des arts de Longueuil and was a member of the 

Sistema Nacional de Creadores de Arte of the Fondo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes 

(2011-2013) and again since 2018. Also, she was a finalist for the Charles Biddle Prize in 2017.  
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VIRGINIE BRUNELLE 

CHOREOGRAPHER 

 

Born in 1982, Montérégie native Virginie Brunelle first 

studied violin as a child and went on to play in the 

Orchestre des jeunes de la Montérégie as well as in a 

string quartet, where she fostered a love for the power of 

rhythm and the pleasure of performance. Impelled by this 

new- found musical knowledge, she auditioned and was 

accepted into the dance program at Cégep de 

Drummondville in 2002. In the years that followed, Virginie 

Brunelle explored a variety of choreographic techniques 

and styles, most notably as a student at UQAM, where she 

first embraced contemporary dance. 

 

After graduating in 2008, Virginie Brunelle created Les 

cuisses à l’écart du cœur, a choreography for seven 

dancers that earned the 2009 Bourse RIDEAU at the Vue 

sur la Relève festival. Emboldened by this initial success, 

she founded her eponymous company (Compagnie Virginie Brunelle) in 2009, and in the 

same year created a second work, Foutrement, which won the 2017 Prix du public presented 

by the CAM en tournée (CAM touring program). In 2011, Virginie Brunelle opened La 

Chapelle’s fall season with the presentation of her third work, Complexe des genres, which 

received second prize at Denmark’s prestigious Aarhus International Choreography 

Competition. Three years later, she presented PLOMB, and in 2016 she created À la douleur 

que j’ai. These four works have since been toured across Europe and Canada, thus allowing 

the choreographer to gain recognition on the world stage, culminating in an invitation, in 2018, 

to create a show for the Gauthier Dance Theaterhaus Stuttgart company. The result 

was Beating, a work that was first presented in Germany, with a Canadian tour scheduled in 

2018-2019. Finally, in 2020, she created Les corps avalés, a piece for seven dancers 

accompanied on stage by the Quatuor Molinari. Presented by Danse Danse at Théâtre 

Maisonneuve, this work was a great success with critics and spectators alike. 

 

From the outset of her career, Virginie Brunelle takes pleasure in fusing symbols, theatre, 

narration, movement and music. Her organic and intuitive approach has given rise to a 

repertoire characterized by raw emotion on the part of the dancers and an abiding humanity 

reflected in the themes she addresses. 
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ROOZBEH TABANDEH 

COMPOSER 

 

Roozbeh Tabandeh is an Iranian composer, born in Shiraz 

and now living in Montreal. Having a Master’s degree in 

architecture, he is also known as an interdisciplinary artist, 

conductor, violinist and Iranian Santur player. He studied 

music composition at Concordia University under the 

supervision of Sandeep Bhagwati and Georges Dimitrov. 

At the same time, he extended his violin technique with 

Clemens Merkel. Before moving to Canada, he studied 

music composition and performance with some of the 

best-known Iranian musicians including Hossein Dehlavi, 

Kambiz Roshan Ravan, Arsalan Kamkar, Shojaeldin 

Lashkarloo, Masud Gharib Zadeh, and Masih Mosallai. He 

has also participated in conducting masterclasses held by 

Manuchehr Sahbai (former conductor of Tehran symphony 

orchestra). In March 2019 he received the Frederick Lowy Scholars Fellowship to conduct his 

Ph.D. research-creation project on the subject of interrelations between music and 

architecture, and the notion of space in Iranian auditory culture under the supervision of 

Professor Sandeep Bhagwati at Concordia University, in Montreal. 

Tabandeh established “Hengam Orchestra” in Shiraz, Iran which was active for nearly ten 

years, conducting the orchestra from 2002 to 2011. Later, he founded the “Hengam String 

Quartet” in which he played the first violin for numerous performances and concert tours 

presenting western classical repertoire as well as Iranian art music. He has been the artistic 

director of many concerts and stage works in both Canada and Iran. 

His compositional style is a blending of Western Eurological art music with several elements 

of Iranian national music as he brings the experience of several musical cultures and artistic 

disciplines to his work as a composer and instrumentalist. His music has deep roots in both 

worlds and combines his extensive experience in Western music theory with that of the 

traditional Iranian. He is now exploring solutions to the challenges and issues of composing in 

a globalized culture. 

Tabandeh’s compositions are performed and recorded by a number of ensembles around 

the world including the Quatuor Bozzini in Montreal, Ensemble Arkea under the baton of Dina 

Gilbert, Orchestre Symphonique de l’Isle with Cristian Gort as the conductor, and the Iran 

String Orchestra under the direction of Manuchehr Sahbai. 
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MARIE CHOUINARD 

CHOREOGRAPHER 

 

Dancer and choreographer Marie Chouinard is the 

founding president of the Prix de la Danse de Montréal 

and director of the dance department for the Venice 

Biennale. In 1986 Chouinard, already a celebrated solo 

performer, founded COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD, 

which soon earned an international reputation. Many of her 

works have been incorporated into the repertories of 

major ballet companies. An author and set, costume, 

sound and light designer, her body of work even includes 

applications, multimedia (Cantique no 3, Icônes and CORPS 

CÉLESTES) and film (BODY rEMIX/les vARIATIONS 

gOLDBERG and MARIE CHOUINARD: LESACRE DU 

PRINTEMPS, as well as the video Jamais by Serge Fiori), 

exhibitions (DESSINS, zéro douze), a photography 

installation (Paradisi Gloria) and a book of poems, Chantier 

des extases. In 2019, Chouinard published the book ZÉRO DOUZE with Éditions du passage. 

A true cultural ambassador for Québec, Marie Chouinard has won many awards and honours 

for her contribution to the arts. They include the Grand Prix du Conseil des arts de Montréal, 

the Governor General’s Award, the Positano Award and a Bessie Award. She has been 

appointed to the Order of Canada, the Ordre des Arts et des Lettres de France, and the Ordre 

national des arts et des lettres du Québec. 

Marie Chouinard’s name is listed in Le Petit Larousse illustré, in 2010 and in Le Robert in 2011.  
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LOUIS DUFORT 

COMPOSEUR 

 

Louis Dufort is a Montreal composer. His many 

productions are in a variety of mediums: fixed, mixed 

media with live processing, visual music and installations. 

He has received commissions from numerous ensembles 

and music organizations: ACREQ, SMCQ, RÉSEAUX, 

Chants libres, Codes d’Accès, ECM, Quatuor de 

saxophones Quasar, Quatuor Bozzini, Ubisoft, Musée 

Pointe-à-Callière, ZKM, SIXTRUM et Radio-Canada. He 

has also been a regular contributor to COMPAGNIE MARIE 

CHOUINARD since 1996. In 2018, he composed the 

soundtrack for Denys Arcand’s latest film, The Fall of the 

American Empire. In addition to his creative work, Louis 

Dufort teaches composition at the Montreal Conservatory 

of Music and is artistic director of the AKOUSMA festival 

for which he received an Opus prize for artistic director of 

the year in 2018. 
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GUILLAUME CÔTÉ 

CHOREOGRAPHER 

 

Guillaume Côté is a native of Lac-Saint-Jean, Québec. He 

studied at Canada’s National Ballet School and joined The 

National Ballet of Canada in 1999. He quickly rose through 

the ranks and was promoted to Principal Dancer in 2004. 

Since then, Mr. Côté has danced most of the major 

classical roles with the National Ballet of Canada and has 

been the leading male figure of the company. He has 

created a number of lead roles in ballets by James 

Kudelka including Ferdinand in An Italian Straw Hat, Prince 

Charming in Cinderella and Will in The Contract (The Pied 

Piper). Mr. Côté also created the role of Gene Kelly in 

Derek Deane’s production of Strictly Gershwin, for the 

English National Ballet and the role of Romeo in Alexei 

Ratmansky’s new Romeo and Juliet. 

As a guest artist, Mr. Côté has danced with the Royal 

Ballet, Bolshoi Theatre, American Ballet Theater,  New 

York City Ballet, Teatro alla Scala, English National Ballet, the Mikhailosky Theater of St-

Petersburg, Teatro Colón de Buenos Aires, Berlin’s Staatsoper, the Maggio Musicale 

Fiorentino, Stuttgart Ballet, Hamburg Ballet, the Alberta Ballet, Verona Opera and the South 

African Ballet Theater. Mr. Côté has also performed in numerous international galas. 

In 2013, in addition to his position as a Principal Dancer, Mr. Côté assumed the role of 

Choreographic Associate with the National Ballet of Canada. Mr. Côté’s work No. 24 won third 

prize at Ballet Society Hanover’s 25th International  Competition in 2011 and entered the 

National Ballet’s repertoire in 2013. In 2012, his work Enkeli won the Audience Choice Award 

for Best Choreography at The Tenth International Competition for the Erik Bruhn Prize. That 

same year, his work for ProArteDanza, Fractals: a pattern of chaos, was nominated for a Dora 

Mavor Moore Award for Outstanding Choreography. In 2014 Mr. Côté created Dance Me to the 

End of Love, on music by Leonard Cohen, as part of an all Guillaume Côté evening at Festival 

des Arts de Saint-Sauveur. In 2015, his work Being and Nothingness entered the National 

Ballet of Canada’s repertoire and was an immediate audience favorite. Mr. Côté’s first full-

length ballet, Le Petit Prince, was presented during the National Ballet’s 2016 season in front 

of completely sold-out houses. More recently, Mr. Côté was chosen to participate in the 

landmark National Arts Center Commission Encount3rs, pairing three of Canada’s outstanding 

choreographic talents with three of the country’s most exciting composers 

performing together with the National Arts Centre Orchestra. In June of 2018, Mr. Côté creates 

in collaboration with the famous Director Robert Lepage, Frame by Frame, a new full-length 

evening presented at the Four Seasons Centre in Toronto. More recently, Mr. Côté created 
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the full length Crypto, an independent multimedia project with a scheduled 20 performance 

Canadian tour, currently postponed due to the pandemic.   

In 2011, Mr. Côté was awarded “La médaille de l’Assemblée Nationale du Québec” for his 

work in the arts. In September 2014, he was named the Artistic Director of the Festival des 

Arts de Saint-Sauveur, the largest summer dance festival in the country.   

   



YANNICK NÉZET-SÉGUIN 

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR AND CONDUCTOR 

 

Artistic Director and Principal Conductor of the Orchestre 

Métropolitain since 2000, Yannick Nézet-Séguin becomes, 

in September 2018, the third Music Director of the 

Metropolitan Opera (MET), New York, adding this to his 

Music Directorship of the Philadelphia Orchestra where he 

has served since 2012. In 2016- 2017, he became a lifetime 

Honorary Member of the Chamber Orchestra of Europe. 

After his ten-year tenure with the Rotterdam Philharmonic 

Orchestra, he is named Honorary Conductor.  

He has worked regularly with many leading European 

ensembles and has enjoyed many close collaborations 

with the Berliner Philharmoniker, the Wiener 

Philharmoniker, Sinfonieorchester des Bayerischen 

Rundfunk and Chamber Orchestra of Europe as well as 

with London Philharmonic Orchestra, of which he was Principal Guest Conductor from 2008 

to 2014. His opera interpretations have been acclaimed in many of the world’s most famous 

houses, such as the Metropolitan Opera (New York), La Scala (Milan), and the Royal Opera 

House (Covent Garden, London), in the Salzburg Festival, as well as in such renowned 

concert halls as the Musikverein (Vienna), the Concertgebouw (Amsterdam) and Carnegie 

Hall (New York).  

Yannick Nézet-Séguin records exclusively for Deutsche Grammophon label while continuing 

his role in the collaborative partnership between ATMA Classique and the OM. His honours 

include Artist of the Year by the prestigious magazine Musical America, a Royal Philharmonic 

Society Award (RPS, London), Canada’s National Arts Centre Award (Ottawa), the Prix Denise-

Pelletier, awarded by the Quebec government, the Medal of Honor of the National Assembly 

of Quebec, the Oskar Morawetz Award and Orchestras Canada’s Betty Webster Award.  

Yannick Nézet-Séguin holds six honorary doctorates (Université du Québec à Montréal, 2011; 

Curtis Institute of Music, Philadelphia, 2014; Rider University, Princeton, 2015; McGill 

University, Montreal, 2017, Université de Montréal, 2017; Pennsylvania University, 2018), and 

has been made a Companion of the Order of Canada (2012), Companion of the Quebec Order 

for the Arts and Literature (2015), Officer of the National Order of Quebec (2015) and Officer of 

the Ordre de Montréal (2017).  
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ÉRIC CHAMPAGNE 

COMPOSEUR 

 

Winner of the Opus prize Composer of the Year (2020) and 

Discovery of the Year (2014), composer Éric Champagne, 

born in Montreal in 1980, holds a Master’s Degree in 

Composition from the Université de Montréal. Composers 

he has studied with include Michel Tétreault, François-

Hugues Leclair, Michel Longtin, Denis Gougeon, Luis de 

Pablo, José Evangelista, John McCabe, and Gary Kulesha. 

His music is regularly performed in Quebec, across 

Canada, and in the United States, Europe, and India by 

distinguished ensembles and soloists such as the 

Academic Orchestra of Zurich (Switzerland), symphony 

orchestras in Montréal, Quebec City, Vancouver and 

Kitchener-Waterloo, the Orchestre de la Francophonie 

(Montreal), the Orchestre Symphonique de l’Estuaire 

(Rimouski), the National Academy Orchestra of Canada (Hamilton), the Toronto Youth 

Symphony Orchestra, the McGill Wind Symphony, the University of Oklahoma Wind 

Symphony, the Molinari String Quartet, the Fibonacci Trio, wind quintet Pentaèdre, Zefirino 

Ensemble (Switzerland) and the percussion ensemble Sixtrum. Having been composer-in-

residence of Montreal’s Orchestre Métropolitain from 2012 to 2014, Éric Champagne 

continues to be a regular collaborator on a variety of musical and pedagogical projects. He is 

also composer-in-residence at the Chapelle historique du Bon-Pasteur in Montréal from 2016 

to 2018. 

Éric Champagne has been awarded numerous prizes and honours including the Prix du 

CALQ-Création de l’année-Montréal for his First Symphony premiered in March 2014 by the 

Orchestre Métropolitain, the University of Oklahoma’s Michael Hennagin Memorial 

Composition Prize for his piece Champ-de-Mars, par jour de lumière, the Prix collégien de 

musique contemporaine for his orchestral piece Vers les astres, first prize in the composition 

competition of the Orchestre de l’Université de Montréal, and first prize in the organ 

composition competition of Sherbrooke’s Ensemble Musica Nova. 

Éric Champagne is actively involved in the dissemination of contemporary music and of 

culture on a broader scale. He is the author of articles, interviews, and reviews published in 

magazines and journals such as Circuit, L’Opéra revue québécoise d’art lyrique, La Scena 

musicale, Intersections, Estuaire, and L’Entracte, as well as online at Cette ville étrange. 
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Moreover, he has given numerous musical creation workshops and guest conferences in 

elementary and secondary schools, colleges, and universities in addition to teaching at the 

Camp musical Père Lindsay. 

 

  



VANESA G.R. MONTOYA 

CHOREOGRAPHER 

 

Born in Madrid, Spain, Vanesa Garcia-Ribala Montoya 

graduated from the Real Conservatorio Profesional de 

Danza at the age of 17. She got her first contract at the 

Compañía Nacional de Danza 2 for two years, before 

joining the Ballet of the Opéra national du Rhin in France. 

She then joined Les Grands Ballets Canadiens in 2006. She 

was promoted to soloist three years later, first soloist in 

2016 and principal dancer under Ivan Cavallari in 2018. 

Over the years, she has danced a varied repertoire: George 

Balanchine, Nacho Duato, Jiří Kylián, Mats Ek, Ohad 

Naharin and many others. 

Fascinated by the infinite possibilities of creation that 

dance offers, she is today not only a prima ballerina, but 

also a choreographer and teacher at the École supérieure 

de ballet du Québec. Her works are part of Les Grands Ballets’ Parlami d’Amore and Luna 

programs, as well as the company’s annual benefit gala. 

She also creates for fundraisers and festivals in Canada, Europe and Asia in addition to 

choreographing for television and various art films. She has collaborated with renowned 

artists such as Martha Wainwright and Raine Maida (Our Lady Peace) for the Festival des Arts 

de Saint- Sauveur. 
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FRANÇOIS-HUGUES LECLAIR 

COMPOSEUR 

 

François-Hugues Leclair, born in Montreal in 1962, began 

his studies with Serge Garant at Université de Montréal 

(1985-86), then in France at Conservatoire de Strasbourg 

(1990-95) and Conservatoire de La Courneuve (1996-98) 

(with Klaus Huber and Jean- François Zygel), and finally 

completed a Doctorate in composition with Michel Longtin 

at Université de Montréal, where he was engaged as 

Professor in composition and music theory (2002). His 

compositional work is structured around the interaction 

between two essential axis: 

– firstly, the exploration of crossovers between ancient 

music and contemporary musical languages: Au regard de 

« Mille regrets », Trois sonnets on poems from La Boétie (for 

choir and strings), Leopardi Madrigale / Missa Terrae, O 

magnum Mysterium, Magnificat, Miserere mei Deus (for choir) / Alas my love (for clarinet 

and string quartet) /Esquisses (for traverso and harpsichord) / Ultimo orizzonte (for viols 

consort and recorders consort) 

– secondly, the creation of multiple relationships between literature and music (in musical 

tale, musical drama, instrumental poem, poly-choral writing,…), hence the importance of vocal 

music in his catalogue, cultivated by a lengthy experience of vocal polyphony between 2005 

and 2018 with Ensemble Kô, who has premiered many of his choral works. He is inspired by 

significant poets and writers in his vocal and instrumental works as well: Matsuo Bashô, M.-

Claire Blais, Christian Bobin, Robert Desnos, Emily Dickinson, Paul Eluard, Anne Hébert, 

Hermann Hesse, James Joyce, Novalis, Rilke, Senghor, Marie Uguay, Paul Verlaine, Gao Xing 

Jian, etc. 
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MARGIE GILLIS 

CHOREOGRAPHER 

 

At the forefront of modern dance for more than 45 years, 

internationally acclaimed dance Artist Margie Gillis is one 

of the most influential Canadian choreographers/dancers 

of the 20th and 21st centuries. In 1981, she founded the 

Margie Gillis Dance Foundation. Over the decades, Margie 

has created a rich repertory of more than one hundred and 

fifty creations, solos, duets, and group works, which have 

been performed around the globe. 

Her repertoire covers a wide array of topics including: 

feminine consciousness, the natural world, and the 

transformative process, all merging in a profound and 

powerful expression of humanism and emotion. 

Teaching, mentoring and passing her legacy on to 

emerging artists are an integral part of her vision. Margie Gillis created the “Legacy Project” to 

transmit the artist’s creative history. From there was born the Margie Gillis—Legacy Project 

Dance Company, which is now performing and touring both new and retrospective works.  

She has received numerous awards including Officer of the Order of Canada, Chevalier de 

l’Ordre du Québec, the Lifetime Artistic Achievement Award from the Governor General’s 

Performing Arts Award Foundation, an Honorary Degree from Concordia University, and 

many more. Unwaveringly, she continues to develop her craft through experimenting, 

teaching, creation, innovation and performance. 
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MARIE-PIERRE BRASSET 

COMPOSER 

 

Born in Québec City in 1981, Marie-Pierre Brasset is a 

composer who has been working in the field of 

contemporary classical music for some fifteen years. Her 

works have been performed all over the province and in 

Canada by such ensembles as Nouvel Ensemble 

Moderne, ECM+, Trio Fibonacci and Quatuor Bozzini. 

Contemplative listening to nature has deeply marked her 

work. Thus, her music is characterized by a melodic and 

motivational abundance that develops in ample and 

organic forms. Her aesthetics, which tend towards 

immediacy, clarity and efficiency, reflect a desire to 

establish an intimate relationship between the composer, 

the performer and the listener. 

Brasset holds a doctoral degree in research-creation on contemporary opera and teaches as 

a lecturer at Université de Montréal. She regularly writes articles on music for the magazine 

Circuit, the website cettevilleetrange.org, and the specialized music media PAN.M. She 

created the radio show Pulsar, devoted to creative music, which still airs today on CISM in 

Montreal. 
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EVA KOLAROVA 

CHOREOGRAPHER 

 

Born in the Czech Republic, Eva Kolarova trained at the 

National Conservatory of Dance in Prague, at the Rudra-

Béjart School in Lausanne, where she danced with the 

Béjart Ballet Lausanne, and then at the Hochschule für 

Kunst und Musik in Germany. From 2008 to 2011, she was a 

member of the Ballet of the Opéra national du Rhin. In 

2011, she moved to Montreal and joined Les Grands Ballets 

Canadiens and then Les Ballets Jazz de Montréal in 2016-

2017. Also a choreographer, she founded her company, 

Kolarova Danse, in 2015. She has presented short pieces at 

the following festivals and events: Golden Prague in the 

Czech Republic, Studio 303 and the Quartiers Danse, Vue 

sur la relève and Saint-Ambroise Fringe festivals in 

Montreal, the Dance Made in Canada Festival in Toronto, 

the Festival des Arts de Saint-Sauveur, the DICFE 

International Dance Festival in South Korea and the Festival internacional Danza de Calle in 

Mexico. She has received commissions for companies and institutions such as the Ballet de 

l'Opéra du Rhin, the Conservatoire de danse de Saint-Louis in France, Springboard, KARTS in 

South Korea and the Kelowna Ballet in British Columbia. She has also produced and 

presented three full-length works in Montreal: Metamorphosis in Love (2012) at La Chapelle 

Scènes Contemporaines, Fragmented Mind (2016) and Blue Dependence (2017) at the 

Cinquième Salle of Place des Arts. She regularly gives workshops and teaches classical and 

contemporary technique, and has been a guest teacher at the National University of Arts in 

Korea, Seoul, South Korea in 2018 and at Lyceum Alpinum Zuoz in Switzerland in 2019. 
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MAGGIE AYOTTE 

COMPOSER 

 

Composer, pianist and arranger, Lac-Saint-Jean native 

Maggie Ayotte settled in Montreal in 2012 and began 

classical piano training at Université de Montréal. Early on, 

her interest in musical composition led her to study under 

Ana Sokolović, François-Hugues Leclair and d’Analia 

Llugdar. 

Over the years, Ayotte has worked with several 

ensembles, such as Quatuor Lavoie and Nouvel Ensemble 

Moderne. In February 2019, her second orchestral work 

was performed by the Kamloops Symphony Orchestra, 

conducted by Jean-Michaël Lavoie. Thanks to numerous 

advanced training courses, the artist has had her works 

played by Orchestre de la Francophonie, Quatuor Bozzini 

and the contemporary music ensemble Académie Orford 

Musique, directed by Véronique Lacroix. In May 2019, a research collaboration with tuba 

player Ulysse Manaud led her to the Conservatoir national de musique et de danse de Lyon 

for the performance of her work, Peu Importe… 

Widely known for her unfettered imagination, Maggie Ayotte has always been keen on 

composer/artist collaborations. Her research into transdisciplinarity, which she does with 

violist Victor de Coninck, has resulted in explorations of the points of connection between 

physicality and musicality. 

Fascinated by the worlds of contemporary dance, jazz and popular music, Ayotte composed 

the score for the 2018 dance show “Summertime.” Three of her works for bass and string 

quartet are on the album “Déductions” by jazz bassist Rémi-Jean Leblanc. That same year, 

Ayotte’s arrangements were played in live concerts by singer Patrick Watson, accompanied 

by Quatuor Bozzini and Orchestre national de Lyon. 

Maggie Ayotte has worked with emerging musicians and ensembles, such as Trio Émerillon, 

and also with more established ensembles like the piano duo Fortin-Poirier. 

  



ANNE PLAMONDON 

CHOREOGRAPHER 

 

Choreographer and performer Anne Plamondon 

graduated from l’École Supérieure de ballet du Québec in 

1994. She first dances with Les Grands Ballets Canadiens, 

before moving to Europe to join the Nederlands Dans 

Theater 2 (1995–1998), then the Gulbenkian Ballet (1998–

2000). During this period, Anne performs in works by over 

30 choreographers including Jirí Kylián, Hans Van Manen, 

Ohad Naharin, Johan Inger, Gideon Obarzanek, Angelin 

Preljocaj, and Itzik Galili, and creates lead roles for Rui 

Horta, Patrick Delcroix, as well as Paul Lightfoot and Sol 

Leon. 

Returning to Montreal in 2000, Anne works with 

contemporary choreographers such as Jean Grand-Maître 

and James Kudelka. From 2007 to 2011, Anne collaborates 

with renowned choreographer Crystal Pite and her company Kidd Pivot, creating Lost Action, 

Fault, The You Show, and the duet A Picture of You Falling. In the same year, she performs in 

Triptyque by Les 7 doigts de la main, in the works of Marie Chouinard and Marcos Moraau. In 

2016, she creates in Corps Amour Anarchie, a PPS Danse work celebrating French poet Léo 

Ferré. She stars in the short films Small Explosions That Are Yours to Keep and Secret Service, 

as well as Gravity of Center, directed by Victor Quijada and Thibaut Duverneix, as well as Red 

Shoes, in collaboration with director Micah Meisner. 

Between 2002 and 2015, alongside choreographer Victor Quijada, she contributes to the 

development of RUBBERBANDance Group, first as a performer, then as artistic co-director of 

the company from 2006 to 2015. Within the company, she contributes to more than ten works 

for the stage and three short films. She is also instrumental in the elaboration of the 

RUBBERBAND method, which she now teaches worldwide. 

Anne Plamondon makes her debut as a choreographer in 2012 with the solo The Same Eyes 

as Yours and Night Mechanics (2017), both in collaboration with theatre director Marie 

Brassard. In 2018–2019, Fall for Dance North festival in Toronto offers Anne a 2-year 

residency, during which she creates Fiddle Embrace, a piece for 18 students of the Ryerson 

School of Performance, as well as Counter Cantor, co-created with Emma Portner. In 2020, 

she premieres Yearn to Make a Difference, a piece for twelve dancers commissioned by the 
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Alberta Ballet Company. Her latest duet Only You, which she performs with James Gregg, 

was to be presented by Danse Danse that same year. Cancelled following the pandemic, the 

premiere is now scheduled for March 2021. 

Since 2019, Anne acts as curator for dance at the Domaine Forget International Academy and 

Festival. 

 

  



CLÉO PALACIO-QUINTIN 

COMPOSER 

 

Constantly seeking new means of expression and eager to 

create, the flutist improviser-composer Cléo Palacio-

Quintin (1971) takes part in many premieres as well as 

improvisational multidisciplinary performances, and 

composes instrumental and electroacoustic music for 

various ensembles and media works. Since 1999, she 

extended these explorations into the development of the 

hyper-flutes. Interfaced to a computer and software by 

means of electronic sensors, these enhanced flutes 

enable her to compose novel interactive electroacoustic 

soundscapes and videos. She is the first women to own a 

Doctorate in electroacoustic composition from the 

Université de Montréal (2012) and is a collaborator of the 

Center for Interdisciplinary Research in Music Media and 

Technology (CIRMMT) at McGill University, where she 

received the Director's Interdisciplinary Excellence Prize 2008 in recognition of her having 

created an innovative bridge between scientific/technological and artistic domains. Besides 

composing chamber music with electronics, she regularly performs as a soloist and 

improviser, among others with the duet Beta Lyræ (Terri Hron) and Ensemble SuperMusique. 

Over the years her compositions have been performed in Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, 

Italy, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands, the U.K. and the U.S., either by herself 

or various ensembles. 
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CRAZY SMOOTH 

CHOREOGRAPHER 
 

Dancing since 1997, Crazy Smooth is one of Canada’s top 

street dancers, performers, choreographers, instructors, 

judges, and community leaders. He is the founder and 

artistic director of Bboyizm, an award-winning street-

dance company that has been instrumental in the 

preservation and proliferation of street dance in Canada 

and internationally. 

He was the first b-boy to obtain a Canada Council grant to 

hone his art and is the recipient of numerous awards 

including the Diamond Jubilee Award (2012). He has 

performed, taught, coached and judged competitions in 

cities and events throughout North America and Europe. 

In 2004, Smooth founded Bboyizm and the company has 

successfully brought authentic street dance into the 

professional theatre setting. Three of his full-length 

creations—The Evolution of B-boying, IZM, and Music 

Creates Opportunity—have toured across Canada. The company has been nominated for a 

Dora award (2012) and won both the Ontario Presenters Network Emerging Touring Artist of 

the Year (2012) and the Atlantic Presenters Association Touring Performers of the Year Award 

(2013). 

Crazy Smooth collaborated with NYCs Shook Ones collective to create SORRY which 

showcased at the LaGuardia Performing Arts Centre in January of 2016. In the April of that 

year, Bboyizm performed an excerpt of Music Creates Opportunity during the UK Breakin’ 

Convention at Sadler’s Wells. Bboyizm has toured their educational show  The Evolution of B-

boying through MASC (Multicultural Arts for Schools and Communities) and Prologue to the 

Performing Arts every year since 2014, performing for tens of thousands of students over the 

last six years. Crazy Smooth was recently selected as the 2019-2022 Long Term Artist in 

Residence at the Centre de Création O’Vertigo in Montreal. With the support of the CCOV, he 

is currently working on In My Body, a large-scale full-length production exploring the 

relationship street dancers have with aging. 
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MARC HYLAND 

COMPOSEUR 

 

After learning classical guitar and discovering 

contemporary music in his adolescence, notably through 

Stravinsky and Gilles Tremblay, Marc Hyland pursued 

extensive musical studies in composition and analysis at 

the Conservatoire de musique de Montréal, where his 

principal teachers were Gilles Tremblay, Clermont Pépin 

and Yves Daoust. 

Since the 1980s, his works, deeply influenced by poetry 

and written mostly for voice and chamber ensembles, 

have been heard in concert and on the radio in Canada, 

Europe and the United States, commissioned and 

performed by ensembles such as the Quatuor Molinari, the 

SMCQ Ensemble, the Fibonacci Trio, the Ensemble 

contemporain de Montréal, the Orchestre symphonique du 

Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean, and numerous soloists, 

including pianists Louise Bessette, Bruce Mather and 

Daniel Anez, baritone Vincent Ranallo, Ondes Martenot virtuoso Estelle Lemire and mezzo-

soprano Ghislaine Archambault. 

Since 2007, Hyland is active again in electroacoustic and mixed music composition, 

integrating fixed media in his instrumental and vocal writing. After a 35-year hiatus, he is 

playing the guitar again, writing and recording works for his instrument. His literary pursuits 

include published essays in Liberté and Circuit. In June 2017, he had a solo exhibit of his visual 

works created since the 1990s. He is also an apprentice poet, a translator, and lives in 

Montréal. Many of his works can be heard on his website marchyland.com 

 

 

http://marchyland.com/

